.
Model fits to Percentage of Disagreements (PD) with nominal age evaluated using AIC C . AIC C = Akaikes Information Criterion for small sample sizes; "Best fit" calculated as lowest (or equivalent lowest) AIC C . See Table 2 Table S2 . Model fits to mean inter-read discrepancy (IRD) with nominal age evaluated using AIC C . IRD analyses were undertaken to corroborate PD analysis results. AIC C = Akaikes Information Criterion for small sample sizes; * indicates outlier(s) omitted; --indicates models not fitted / AIC C not calculated due to insufficient replicates. IRD values excluded if calculated from fewer than three data. "Best fit" calculated as lowest (or equivalent lowest) AIC C . See Table 2 for details of data groups. Results in parentheses were deemed suspect because of difficulty comparing AIC c values among all models.
